Issue 175, 8 April 2013

Don't sweat the super changes
The superannuation changes dominated news on Friday and the weekend, and did a good job of
scaring away any North Korean threats from the collective consciousness. Here at Switzer Super
Report, we don't think the reforms are all that they seem and Wayne Swan's estimates of the number
of people who the tax change on pension earnings will hit - 16,000, is a little disingenuous.
This is the third week of our property special and we have a great article from Margaret Lomas on how
to find and keep good tenants, along with some alternative property investment suggestions from
Barrie Dunstan. Barrie has half a century of experience writing about business and 25 years at the
Australian Financial Review commenting on superannuation and investment management. Plus
auction clearance rates are still pumping along, proving the residential market is picking up again.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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It’s still all go for equity markets
by Peter Switzer
My colleague Paul Rickard has deconstructed the
Treasurer’s super proposals, which are allegedly
targeted at the “fabulously wealthy” but clearly it will
affect those with, say, $700,000 with a 20% return per
annum or someone on $1 million making 13% and so
on.
So when I heard that only 16,000 would be affected, I
couldn’t help but brand Mr Swan as an A-grade
Super Duper!
Market machinations
Away from super proposals that might never see the
light of day – first it has to get through Parliament or
Labor has to win the election – let’s focus on what
we are seeing locally and internationally that could
affect stock prices.

Wall Street did not like the latest jobs report for
March, where 200,000 jobs were expected but only
88,000 turned up! As I said in my
www.switzer.com.au blog this morning – economists
either need new computer models or financial
institutions need new economists!
By the way, unemployment fell to 7.6%, so it was not

all bad news and the economy did add 268,000 jobs
in February and 148,000 jobs in January, so the trend
has been good until March.
So let’s quickly spotlight some key issues for stocks:
I don’t think North Korea will be stupid
enough to trigger a war but if something dumb
happens, stocks will dive.
Wall Street agrees with me with the fear index
at 14.
The participation rate in the USA fell to the
lowest level since 1979, which might not
augur well for US GDP.
Japan’s $US1.4 trillion QE program will pump
up Japanese growth and global growth as well
– this is good for stocks.
March quarter earnings start this week and
there is a downbeat expectation but if US
companies surprise on the high side, stocks
will kick along nicely. Thomson Reuters says
the earnings outlook for the current quarter is
1.6% compared to 6.2% last quarter. That’s a
weak number. However, if they come in on
expectations, the response will be less
dramatic as QE remains. By the way, the
weak job numbers will cancel out the
comments of the San Francisco Fed
President John Williams, who suggested that
QE could soon be pared back.
US trade figures indicate less oil imports and
more exports, which is a positive sign for US
growth.
The bad job numbers actually helped gold go
higher because more QE means more money
sloshing around and that makes gold more
valuable in the long run.
Some of the job losses could be structural as
the Internet hurts bricks and mortar
businesses and service companies access
cheap labour abroad. We might all have to get
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used to higher jobless rates until the global
economy is pumping.
The shallow dip or pullback thesis has a lot of
advocates with most saying any slip in stocks
will be offset by the stash of cash on the
sidelines dying to get into the share market.
Locally, we get to see more pieces to our
economic puzzle, which should help complete
the picture to tell us whether things are getting
rosier. Job ads, the NAB business survey,
Westpac’s consumer sentiment and the
jobless rate on Thursday will be really
important revelations this week.
I remain a stocks lover for 2013 and expect some
shallow buying opportunities as the year drags on,
which are more important than the Super Duper’s
changes!
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Still a super slug – if ever legislated
by Paul Rickard
If the Government’s latest set of changes to the
super system are ever legislated, they will raise more
than the forecast $900 million. Many more retirees
will be caught out by the new tax on pension
earnings.
The “good” news first on contribution caps
Surprisingly, it is not all bad (on paper) – so let’s start
with the “good” news.
The concessional contributions cap is being
increased from $25,000 to $35,000 for those over 60
from 1 July, and for those over 50, from 1 July 2014.
Concessional contributions include the compulsory
employer contribution of 9%, salary sacrifice and for
the self-employed, contributions for which a tax
deduction is claimed.
The concessional contributions cap will now apply as
follows:

Quietly, the Government has shelved the previous
proposal for a $50,000 cap for those with account
balances under $500,000, which is why the changes
to the caps as a whole result in a net saving for the
Government of $365 million!
Pensioners with high balances to pay tax
The tax exemption that applies to investment income
on assets supporting superannuation pensions and
annuities will, from 1 July 2014, only apply to the first

$100,000 per individual. Income in excess of
$100,000 will be taxed at 15%.
While the Government says that this will only impact
the “fabulously rich”, who have superannuation
account balances of $2 million or more, they have
assumed a very conservative earnings rate of 5% per
annum. Many SMSFs target (and achieve over the
longer term) earnings rates well in excess of 5% – so
the number of individuals the change is expected to
hit will likely be a lot higher than the 16,000
individuals the Treasury estimates. An 8% return will
put an account balance of $1.25 million in reach – a
10% return will impact an account balance of
$1,000,000 – hardly “fabulously wealthy”.
A large one off capital gain could also impact lower
account balances.
Indexation commitment can’t be trusted
The Government says that the $100,000 threshold
will be indexed to the CPI, in increments of $10,000.
Does this sound familiar? ‘We will index the
concessional contributions cap of $25,000 in
increments of $5,000’ – stated in 2007 – and never
yet indexed. Three times since deferred!
When it comes to superannuation and indexation
commitments, the Government has zero credibility.
Time will only tell whether this commitment will be
honoured.
Tax on pension investment income will trigger capital
gains tax liabilities
The $100,000 threshold for tax on pension income
will now mean that the disposal of an asset inside the
pension phase will be liable to capital gains tax.
Technically speaking, it always has been liable –
there just hasn’t been any tax to pay when the tax
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rate was 0%.
Fortunately, this change is only being introduced
prospectively and won’t apply to any existing asset
for another 11 years – that is, until 1 July 2024. So, if
you purchased the assets before 5 April, they can be
sold at any time prior to 1 July 2024 and if they are
supporting a pension, they will remain free of any
capital gains tax.
Importantly, If you do trigger the threshold and have
to pay capital gains tax (for example, with an asset
purchased from 5 April 2013), the effective tax rate on
the excess will generally only be 10% (as only two
thirds of the gain is included on an asset held for
greater than 12 months).
Like all changes where “grandfathering” is being
applied and which have effective start dates, there
are some transitional rules:
For assets purchased before 5 April 2013, tax
will only apply to gains that accrue after 1 July
2024;
For assets purchased from 5 April 2013 to 30
June 2014, you can choose to apply the tax to
the whole gain, or just that part that accrues
after 1 July 2014; and
For assets purchased from 1 July 2014, the
entire capital gain will potentially be taxable.

pension phase may now trigger a CGT
liability.
No fine print
This announcement was rushed – three press
releases, however no accompanying explanatory
memorandum. Important items such as how the tax
on earnings is applied if a pensioner is a member of
multiple funds, whether or not the income threshold of
$100,000 is on a “gross basis” or net of deductions,
and the impact (if any) of changes to the
concessional caps on the non-concessional caps are
examples of questions not answered. As usual, the
devil may yet be in the detail, and if the Government
is defeated on September 14, many of these
proposed changes may never see the light of day.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

What they didn’t change
Despite the speculation, the Government didn’t
change:
the $300,000 individual income threshold for
when the tax rate on concessional
contributions increases from 15% to 30%;
(income is defined as taxable income plus
concessional contributions plus fringe benefits
plus net investment losses);
didn’t outlaw transition to retirement pensions
– although they will be less attractive for
higher account balances if the excess
investment income is to be taxed;
didn’t legislate that the transition from
accumulation to pension phase be an
automatic ‘disposal’ for CGT purposes –
although the actual disposal of an asset in
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Finding good tenants means finding a good
manager
by Margaret Lomas
I’m often asked about the best way to choose a
tenant. This question pre supposes that you intend to
manage a property yourself and, in my opinion, this is
not a good idea.
Part of the process of property investing is to ensure
that you have a professional approach – you’ll
probably spend many long hours ensuring that you do
the research and buy the right kind of property. Once
that’s done, trying to save a few tax deductible
dollars each week by managing it yourself makes no
sense, and it’s definitely a job best left to the
professionals. If you value your own time, you’ll
know that what you pay to a property manager for the
few hours a week they will devote to looking after
your property is most likely considerably less than
you can earn yourself doing something else!
Don’t settle for second best
Having said that, not all property managers are equal
and, rather than thinking about how to go about
choosing a tenant, you should instead be considering
how you should choose a good property manager.
Once you have done so, don’t make the mistake of
choosing the manager and then forgetting about your
property. Be sure to keep a close eye on them so that
they continue to do a good job for you.
A property manager must do more than simply act as
caretaker for you. If you are not happy with the
manager you have now, get another one – and
another one if you are not happy with him or her. It is
very easy to cancel a property management
agreement, and it is your job to oversee your
manager to ensure he or she is doing the best job
possible for you.
When choosing a property manager, don’t merely
settle for the one attached to the agency from which
you purchased the property. Taking care of your new

investment requires skill and, as with any job, you
must now interview potential candidates so that you
can choose the one you feel can best fit the bill.
Ask the right questions
The issues you should be covering before you
proceed with any manager include:
How many properties do you currently
manage, and what number of staff do you
have to manage them?
How often are inspections carried out, and
what is the cost of these?
What is the actual percentage that represents
the management fee, including all sundries,
postage, telephone, leasing costs, advertising,
letting fees, linen, laundry, cleaning and
maintenance? (note this is different in each
state)
How often are disbursements to the owner
made? (While a minimum of monthly is most
desirable, especially where you have
borrowed to invest and must make regular
mortgage repayments, don’t be afraid to ask
for fortnightly disbursements.)
What action does the manager take when a
tenant is behind in rent?
How does the manager monitor tenant care of
the premises?
Has the manager any past cases of
complaints from owners?
What is the vacancy rate across the
manager’s rent roll?
Has the manager experienced any past
financial difficulty?
Has the manager been involved in any failed
companies or ventures?
What strategy would the manager use to seek
a tenant if your property experienced
vacancy?
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What plans does the manager have to attract
tenants to your property?
What plans are in place for staff to manage
the job when the manager takes annual
leave?
How many tenants on the books are currently
in arrears?
How many cases of serious tenant damage
have been experienced in the past?
What process does the manager use to
screen tenants?

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

You will probably think of more questions you can
ask, but the above represents the minimum amount
of information you need to make an informed choice.
Treat it like any other job
When you retain a manager for the job of managing
your property, the process should be taken seriously
and treated in the same way as you would to recruit
someone for any job. If, and when, the performance
slips, waste no time in putting in place an action plan
for the improved performance of the manager, or for
his or her replacement in the event that this can fairly
easily be achieved.
An important thing to note
Having said all that, even the most thorough of
interviews cannot guarantee that you retain the best
possible manager. However, there is one more step
you can take to ensure that, if you end up retaining a
manager whose performance is not what you had
hoped, you can swiftly terminate them. This step is to
ensure that the notice for termination period in your
management agreement is very short. It’s likely that,
when you receive the contract, the period of required
notice will be already included, pre- typed in black
and white. These periods are normally a minimum of
one month but, depending on the state, can be as
long as ‘till the end of the current lease’. You
certainly don’t want to be stuck with a poorly
performing manager that long, so be sure to strike out
any pre-written clauses and write in a period that
better suits – I suggest two weeks. A good manager
should not be scared off by even a one day clause
and if the manager you are dealing with refuses to
accept a shorter termination period, then you should
refuse to retain them.
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Residential alternatives
by Barrie Dunstan
Long-term studies have shown that over 10 years or
more, the broad returns from the two major classes of
equities – shares and property – have been fairly
similar. But they often have different levels of liquidity
and dividend paying shares offer the tax benefits of
imputation credits.
Unless they have a multi-million dollar fund, it’s
unlikely that direct property is automatically suitable
for most SMSFs. An investment of $350,000 to
$600,000 in a single residential property will, for many
funds, lead to both an over allocation of assets to
property, and also material single asset exposure.
Commercial opportunity
In many cases, the more manageable property
investments for SMSFs are units in a property trust or
syndicate. Investments need to offer reasonable
income and liquidity; luckily, there is a range of listed
property investments that also give diversification as
well as liquidity.
When they do start looking, investors need to put as
much emphasis on the investment aspects as the
property in the trust or syndicate. For a start, unlisted
syndicates usually are closed-end where the money
is locked up until the syndicate is wound up. This may
entail investors taking a leap in the dark – that the
properties are sound, that income won’t ebb away or
that the syndicate is not carrying too much debt.
Unlisted trusts are usually open-ended, which means
they have the flexibility of taking in new money,
perhaps offering some liquidity. Investors also need
to remember the lessons of the GFC and check the
gearing in trusts: most of the better listed trusts have
gearing levels between 20 and 40%.
Listed property trusts (now called A-REITS or real
estate investment trusts) generally offer average

yields of between 5.5 and 6.5% and the established
trusts have lowered their gearing levels to 30% or
below. The listed trusts also provide a benchmark to
measure unlisted alternatives because of the high
level of research information.
The largest diversified AREITs by market
capitalisation – GPT, Mirvac (ASX Code MGR) and
Dexus (ASX: DXS) – in descending order of market
size – yield around 5.4%, while Stockland (ASX:
SGP) is on a prospective yield of 6.4%, reflecting its
high residential property component. The recognised
retail property trusts are Westfield Retail Trust (ASX:
WRT), yielding 6.5% and selling at 15.8 times
forecast 2013 earnings, and CFS Retail (ASX:
CFX),which owns the iconic Chadstone centre in
Melbourne. According to consensus forecasts from
FNArena, it is trading on a prospective 2013 yield of
6.7% and a PE of 15.0 times.
Investors need to be careful with unlisted property
because this area has attracted a swarm of
promoters, eager to sell often doubtful propositions to
the booming SMSF market .You need to ensure not
only that the trust syndicate’s assets are properly
valued and income earning, but also that they do not
rely on excessive borrowings.
Perhaps the safest method is to rely on established
operators in the unlisted field, such as Charter Hall,
Centuria and the Australian Unity Group. These
operators have several well-established unlisted
property trusts, which invest in single commercial
properties or niche sectors of the market, such as
hospitals and nursing homes.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Auction clearance rates – more hit the market
by Penny Pryor
Auction clearance rates were hovering just under the
70% mark in both Sydney and Melbourne on the
weekend. That strong activity came despite the large
number of properties being put up for sale – 455
listed in Sydney and 436 in Melbourne.

The most expensive house sold in Sydney was a
three-bedroom house in Double Bay, which went for
$2.96 million and in Melbourne, a three-bedroom
house went for $1.31 million.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

After a slow weekend over Easter, activity is picking
up to levels comparable to Super Saturday, the
weekend before Easter that is traditionally one of the
biggest on the annual auction calendar.

Clearance rates and listings were also much higher
than the same time last year, when Sydney had just
254 properties listed in the first weekend after Easter
and Melbourne 381.

The most popular Melbourne cities for auctions on the
weekend were the mid-priced Reservoir, Essendon
and Frankston. In Sydney, the inner west had the
most auctions listed at almost 100.
Value sold was also high. In Sydney, there was a
total value sold of $182.1 million and $55.2 million
sold in Melbourne.
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Weekly broker wrap - BLY, DOW and ILU all
upgraded
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
Hold, the broker noting the company has undertaken
some serious cost cutting, which should deliver
results in FY13 similar to FY12. While the
environment is still fragile, the broker believes it can
turn around quickly. Moreover, many investors are
expecting a much worse profit outcome in FY13. On
this basis, a flat outcome could surprise and drive the
share price higher, thus an opportunistic stance on
the stock adds up to an upgrade. Overall sentiment
for Boart Longyear is negative.

A short week after the Easter weekend didn’t stop
stockbrokers from issuing 11 upgrades for individual
stocks against only one downgrade.
Starting on the downside, the one downgrade was on
Envestra (ENV), with Macquarie dropping its call to
Sell from Neutral on the view the stock is growing
increasingly unappealing on several fronts. The
broker noted the company is hampered by an
outsourced operating structure, which traditionally
receives a discount. Unlike DUET (DUE), which
Macquarie also thinks is fully priced, the two major
shareholders in ENV hinder a potential takeover offer.
The yield is also the lowest of the sector and there is
a dividend reinvestment plan, with a 4% discount in
which the major shareholders are participating. The
FNArena Database shows the stock maintains a
negative sentiment.
The good guys
CIMB bumped up Boart Longyear (BLY) to Buy from

Downer EDI (DOW) also found its way to Buy from
Hold, with JP Morgan saying last week it thinks the
company has done a good job in stabilising the
business, and with things running much smoother,
management now has the time to deal with end
markets and come up with some plans to address
current challenges. While the share price may well
factor in all of the downside risks associated with the
near term outlook, the broker thinks the benefits of
recent improvements and the company’s competitive
advantages are being ignored. This view is what
drove the upgrade. Broker sentiment for the stock is
very positive.
Iluka (ILU) was lifted to Hold from Sell by CIMB on
the back of a 10% drop in the share price since
results were reported in February. The broker
otherwise thinks that despite industry wide production
cuts, we’ll still be seeing less demand and fewer new
projects, which will limit upside for prices. The broker
noted a nominal zircon demand-supply deficit in 2013
could easily be filled by inventories, while nominal
surpluses in 2014 will require a pick up in demand to
keep prices firm. The broker is at least more positive
on the titanium dioxide outlook. Sentiment for the
stock is positive.
JP Morgan upgraded Nufarm (NUF) to Buy from Hold
as a result of the significant fall in the share price last
week. Despite the guidance downgrade, the broker
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thinks the market reaction was overdone. Increased
competition may be coming, but the downgrade was
largely due to seasonal conditions, a near-term
consideration. The broker believes management is
downplaying the longer-term impact of Sinochem
entering the Australian market but does not view this
as an issue for FY13 and FY14. The upgrade has
brought the sentiment read up to neutral.
Regis Resources (RRL) was lifted up to Buy from
Hold by Citi and UBS. Citi noted that earnings missed
again in the the third quarter, with production and
guidance from Garden Well the big disappointment.
Yet despite the poor showing from Garden Well, the
broker thinks the other assets are doing just fine and
present a nice organic growth story, with a return to
more predictable delivery just around the corner.
March quarter production also fell short of UBS, who
notes the stock is trading on undemanding multiples,
with visible catalysts like an update on Garden Well
this quarter and commissioning of Rosemont and an
initial reserve at McPhillamys in the third quarter.
Both will likely help the price. Sentiment for the stock
remains positive.
CIMB upgraded Toll Holdings (TOL) to Hold from Sell
noting that if the latest retail sales data is an
indication that spending is trending higher, then this is
a good sign for Toll’s Australian businesses. While
the volume increase would be good for transport, the
broker continues to think earnings pressure will come
in the form of margin compression and better volume
growth will not offset cost inflation. But given the
stock has pulled back to trade near the broker’s
target, the recommendation was raised. Sentiment for
the stock is negative despite the upgrade.
Worley Parsons (WOR) made it up to Buy from Hold
thanks to Credit Suisse, who cited recent share price
weakness combined with improving confidence in the
company’s outlook. Sentiment for the stock is
positive.It was a quiet week as far as consensus price
targets go, with no moves made in excess of our
normal cut off of +/- 5%. The biggest change was
posted by Prime Media (PRT), with its consensus

There was a fair bit more in terms of consensus
earnings changes, with consensus estimates for CSR
(CSR) up over 74%, James Hardie found its way
almost 34% higher, Fairfax forecasts were up 26.8%,
Macquarie Group (MQG) lifted 25.8%, SingTel’s
(SGT) averaged earnings were up 18.4%, while
Programmed Maintenance Services (PRG) lagged
the pack, its forecasts up a lesser 6.3%.
Note: FNArena monitors eight leading stockbrokers
on a daily basis and the tables below are based on
data analysis from the week past concerning these
eight equity market experts. The eight experts are:
BA-Merrill Lynch, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank,
JP Morgan, Macquarie, CIMB (formerly RBS) and
UBS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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The week ahead
Australia
April 8 Job advertisements (March)
April 9 Overseas arrivals and departures (Feb)
April 9 NAB Business survey (March)
April 10 Consumer sentiment (April)
April 10 Speech by Reserve Bank official Assistant Governor (Economic) Christopher Kent
April 11 Employment/unemployment (March)
Overseas
April 9,10 Chinese economic data
April 10 US Federal Budget (March)
April 10 US Federal Reserve minutes
April 12 US Producer prices (March)
April 12 US Retail sales (March)
April 12 US Consumer sentiment (April)
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